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About This Game

Mistero a VillaMilaFlora è JRPG isometrico "ZeldaLike" con una componente Metroidvania (tipo Pokemon pe' Gameboy pe'
capisse) ambientato a Roma, nella facoltà di Filosofia dell'Università della Sostanza, Villa MilaFlora appunto. Andrea, il nostro

eroe, dovrà affrontare mille peripezie al fine di rintracciare tutti i componenti del Grande Artefatto e, fondamentalmente,
passare la giornata.

Interagisci con valanghe di personaggi fortemente caratterizzati e lasciati smarrire nel dedalo di quest e missioni da portare a
termine, perché Mistero a Villa MilaFlora ti rapirà cuore ed anima.

Forse.
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Title: Mistero a Villa MilaFlora
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Armando
Publisher:
Armando Old Style Games
Franchise:
Old Style Armando
Release Date: 4 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Xp (anche Mac o Linux, ma dovete usare il programma Wine, leggete il manuale)

Processor: Tranquilli, è leggero

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Una

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card:

Additional Notes:

English,Italian
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mistero a villa milaflora

EDIT: many months later you can see there's only like 3 hours of play on my account so changing this to a not recommended.
Sure, there's hints of a really brilliant and touching plot twist right off the bat, but this doesn't overcome the mediocre gameplay.
It's got all the hardship of a blatant Soulsborne title without the rewarding action and RPG elements. In other words, Fall of
Light is neither fun nor compelling, even if it is technically competent. Enemies are brutal from the get go (much more so than
DS), you can't level up or even get more healing potions, and the mechanic that binds you to your daughter is bold, but not very
appealing in this genre. Give it a pass.

Only a couple hours in because i literally peanut butter my games, it's a disease. But anyway, if like me you were waiting for
Eitr then really there's no need to wait. Fall of Light is a top down Soulsborne, with the same principles, concepts, and core
mechanics. It's not pixel art, but it is quite nice looking. From what I've experienced so far it is very tough, and I think there's
little to no leveling up or improving your character. An interesting mechanic is that you're accompanied by your daughter, who
can be killed and becomes a spirit you then recover...geddit, like a SOUL? Also, every time you "die" it's a cycle and there are
hints to life support machines beeping in background...when it dawned on me what story layer this is prob hinting it, I did cry a
little, mind blown. Well done, devs! So, if you're into Soulsborne type games, get this.. A pretty good and entertaining twin-stick
shooter. Somewhat reminiscent of the old Sir-Tech game Star Maze
on old 8-bit micros. The game is quite slick and stable, lots of power-ups and upgrades to keep it interesting.. yes. seems legit. i
like the lowest graphic grass tho. Straight outta Minecraft :) 4/20. Neat game, but good gravy some of the songs are Aweful. I
suggest headphones at least to spare your cohabitants.. bloody hard. For 0,84€ you get trading cards, 1043 achievements and a
really good puzzle game.
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Personally, I don't think the immense amount of negative reviews are warranted for this game. It was free and I saw that it was a
part of the Deus Ex universe so I thought I might as well give it a shot. If you can download it, I would highly recommend giving
it a shot. I really enjoy it as it has a more arcade-y (?) feel to it than the other deus ex games. Combined with weapon rarities,
abilities, and levels gives this game a feel reminiscent of... the arcade mode from Phantasy Star Universe but with stealth and
first person. It's honestly a refreshing change from the clonal drivel that constitutes most RPG's these days. And yes, there is a
cash component, but I have never needed to buy anything. Additionally, if one hits a wall in progression, one can wait a day and
redo easy levels for the daily reward. I would definitely recommend this free game if you like progression and the Deus Ex
mechanics.. 3/10 To early a state to play

i like the game play holding the lines with ai at your command and all that its fun. but just the menue and the feel of the game in
all is just poor my hat off to the guy/guys making this as its somthing new but theres to much here needs tobe done and worked
on to ever see it coming out of EA and being called a finshed game.

and for the price maybe £5 i could deal with but not £10

skip this one guys or keep an eye down the road for it but atm this takes EA ( early) to a lvl im not will to stick around and play,

Refunding. Impressive!!. Excellent Mega Man-esque platformer. A lot of work was but into this game for sure. Definintely
worth beating.. Loved this game.
Kept me captivated until the early hours of Monday morning.
Bravo to Choice Of Games.
10\/10. Parrot, pirate hat and a blade , good enough. Well, I played the game und I finished it.

However, I did not enjoy it very much. The storyline is not that interesting. You have to read through some texts that tell you
what happens. Not much pictures of voiceovers.

The gameplay is repetetive; you plan a heist and send thieves to grab loot in houses while trying to evade guards and/or
inhabitants of said houses. However, there is a lot of luck involved as you cannot lead the guards away and are often surprised
by lots of guards that linger in one place/room.

Pros:
- There is a storyline
- Thief simulator
- Stealth is important
- You can advance your characters
- You have to develop different specialists
- There is that feeling of "just that one more chest"

Cons:
- You have to learn the game while playing; many things do not work as expected (climbing works only downwards, not
upwards)
- Characters that fight can get killed permanently; you lose them forever, no fun!
- You cannot change the skilling of your characters, bad choices stay forever
- Many missions force you to employ characters with outlandish skills even though you do not need them in the heist
- Gameplay is repetetive

It is not a bad game. But it is not a good or brilliant game either. I wanted to love that game, but it did not love me back.
However, you should give it a try if you look for a thief simulator. It is quite entertaining in the beginning.
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